
BSSG SYMPOSIUM 2014  

CHARITY COMPETITION AUCTION 

2014 is a big year for Scotland with this being the year of “Homecoming”. Then there 

is also the Ryder Cup and the XX Commonwealth games. It’s a big year for Edinburgh 

too as the city hosts the BSSG Symposium. In time honoured fashion we will be 

holding a charity auction in aid of the Lord Provost’s charity – “One City Trust” 

http://onecity.org.uk/ 

The theme is Scottish and/or home with a touch of sporty too if like and there will be 

prizes for the best entries as judged by those attending. 

SEW FURNISH your minds with ideas so they come FORTH! You might win a 

DOOR able prizes but no ££££££, not even a GROAT. Could be a GOLD MEDAL 

though. Use any material, even CAITHNESS glass or EDINBURGH crystal. Make it 

big, blow lots of AYR and use plenty of MUSCLEburgh, (sic) but beware of BURNS. 

We all do such STIRLING work that the audience’s eyes will GLAZE over without 

CRIEFF, ( greif - get it?). Bidders will thaink we have BRAVE HEARTs. LOCH those 

ideas in to express yourself. There will be a WELCOME ON THE HILL SIDE for all. 

Make glass THISTLE candleholders for a DINING ROOM TABLE. We know your 

HOME is your CASTLE but be a good SPORT and open the GATE TOILET (to let) 

visitors INN. What better than a GLASS for a MALT or perhaps some IRN BRU to 

BATHe in KILTed glory. Ahhhhh what a story – now is that a TWO STOREY? Have 

a FLING and try anything be it a glass PIPER or be as sharp as a CLAYMORE, 

challenge that GLASS CEILING and create a BOSON! The MHOR GLASS made 

the MOOR sold, so don’t be a NEEP and SPRINT onto the FINISHING LINE. 

Raising funds with GLASS made by you with or without FLOORS and yes maybe 

always ROOM 4 improvement but tell ctitics to take a HIGH JUMP! WATTs that you 

say? You feel silly to try, well stay a GHILLIE lost in a GLEN but remember 

SCOTLAND THE BRAVE and you will HOG(MANAY) awards. You don’t want to 

stay on the FRINGE and be thick as PORRIDGE. Don’t sell yourself 

SHORT(BREAD), give it all, let it show like a proud TATTOO  and flash your 

SPORRAN singing the latest PROCLAIMERS hit or are you more into RUNRIG or 

even RUNNING? Please don’t be HOLYROOD and ignore this plea. The BSSG 

PROVOST to help members and others no matter WATT your CLAN and regardless 

of the TARTAN you wear. Be BONNIE, be at HOME at taking part in helping others. 

Take up the BATON, get off your CHAIR, gulp your HAGGIS and leave the CROFT. 

Lets prove there is no huge GOLF between the BSSG and CHARITY!!! 

Entries for the auction can be posted before symposium. Please contact ian Pearson 

for further details. ian.pearson1@tiscali.co.uk or tel 01847 895637 home 01847 802629 

business. 
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